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 Contributors to this volume include Erma Bombeck, Ruth Stafford Peale, Tom Landry,
Florence Littauer, Roy Rogers and Max Lucado.This collection offers readers loving insights
and wisdom--all centering on the prime of life.
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IDEAL FOR Elder With Dementia I purchased this book to learn to my mom who has dementia.
Five Stars I love most of these books! While a few of the stories were too much time for her,
the majority of the stories held her interest and she was able to follow them. This reserve was
ideal for my purposes. great stories that make you feel good Big print, great tales that make
you are feeling good. I agree with the other reviewers that is a good gift for those in their
'golden years'. Watery Chicken Soup Got this based on reviews. First period I've been
snookered on that basis. It has been great. It's okay, I guess. Donated to a nursing house. Is this
a means Amazon pushes book product sales? By upping review averages? Gave this two
superstars rather than one because based on the title I should experienced a tipoff regarding
the mishmosh inside. Follow your gut instinct. Her attention span is quite limited. She generally
doesn't read much (other than her Bible) She told me she really likes this book. Enjoying
reading it Recommended to anyone looking for short, inspirational reading material I
purchased this time ago to read to my aunt who has dementia since we often run out of items
to discuss. I am 57. I found that lots of of the stories contained here are ideal for my adult
children and grandchildren. This is a nice collection of tales. Hansen. Guess I don't suit the
"profile. Purchased for my 89 year old mother. “Poultry Soup for the Golden Soul” is usually
inspiring and honors the wisdom and inherent worth of elders in a culture where youth is often
favored.I had to stop because it was supposed to be inspirational, not
depressing.Disappointed. Love it! Not what I expected. Because of her failing vision and
advancing dementia, she can't read anymore, therefore these are a good, comforting matter
she can pay attention to. Great Gift Idea I actually ordered this for my mother who is now 70.
She does not have any genuine hobbies and seems to be actually struggling with growing
older. I read the reviews on Amazon for this book and ordered it for her. They are inspiring and
ideal to learn at bedtime to lift my spirits. It's very uplifting and entertaining for her. Chicken
Soups never enable you to down! Was intended for seniors." I really do, nevertheless,
remember one review discussing it as sappy (the only negative one), and now I find that
review missing. Ideal for my 89 year outdated mother. Love it!! Nice assortment of stories I
bought this book to learn to my 85 calendar year old mother who is able to no more read. I'm
sixty-something and found this book sappy, couldn't last past 3 stories. She actually enjoys the
stories therefore do I. I highly recommend to anyone looking for short, inspirational reading
materials. I recommend “Poultry Soup for the Golden Soul” in the Learn ... I purchased it to read
to my hospice sufferers who is able to no longer speak. I've known Tag Victor Hansen since
before the days of his “Chicken Soup for the Soul” series and have attended numerous
workshops and presentations distributed by Mr. Disappointed. I've also attended Jack
Canfield’s presentations and I applaud both of these inspiring men for his or her many self-
help books. I would recommend “Poultry Soup for the Golden Soul” in the FIND OUT MORE
parts of Chapter 9: Youthing: Create Your Health and Longevity in my new book, 
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